
Tyler Bradley 
425-351-2416 

tbradley at linfield dot edu 
 
Work Experience 
Linfield Phonathon Team, Sep. 2011-May 2012 

• Learned about philanthropy within a nonprofit organization.  
• Conducted interviews with a wide range of people and succeeded in reaching 

goals for donations in number and dollar amount. 
Babysitting. 2005-2012 

• Built relationships with children under age 10 and their families over many 
years. Drove children to school and events, made meals and cleaned houses.  

 
Education 

• Linfield College, McMinnville, Oregon.  
• History/Mass Communications double major. Degree expected 2015.  

 
Skills 

• Skilled with Word, PowerPoint, Mac OS X. 
• Experience with Audacity, iMovie, SoundCloud, WordPress, and Storify. 
• Knowledgeable in Facebook and Twitter 

 
Special Projects 

• Sports Blog: tbradley9@wordpress.com. I write opinion pieces about current 
sports news. I focus on college basketball and baseball (with a focus on the 
Northwest), but I also write about the NBA and NFL. I post the links to all of 
my blog posts via Twitter, @tylerbradley9.  

 
Activities 

• Contributor to the Linfield Review (Track and Field stories).  
o Wrote four full-length articles for the Review and met deadlines.  

• Fall 2012 Peer Advisor 
o I will help students navigate class registration over the summer and 

advise them during their first year of college. 
• Linfield Radio Host 

o Wrote broadcast scripts and learned the basics of a radio show. 
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Inverted Pyramid Story #1 

 A fire in Northeast Portland at 11 p.m. on Sunday caused 46 people to evacuate from an 

apartment complex.  

No one was injured in the fire. 

“The fire burned through the roof of the apartment building. The attic was damaged, and 

two apartments were destroyed,” said Battalion Chief Eric Zepeda of the Portland Fire 

Department.  

 Fire crews are monitoring hot spots at the scene and examining the damaged electrical 

wiring of the building.  

The residents of the building have temporarily moved to hotel rooms. 

There is also water damage in two other apartments in the complex. The total estimated 

cost of the damage is $115,000 to $120,000.  
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Inverted Pyramid Story #2 

Team Ribz, a competitive barbecue team from the Portland area, won the Overall 

Barbecue Grand Masters Award in the 2012 Portland Barbecue Competition. 

“Their barbecue chicken was absolutely decadent,” said head judge Guy Fieri, Food 

Network celebrity chef. 

Team Ribz entered three meat categories: ribs, brisket and chicken. The team adjusted its 

special barbecue chicken recipe to meet the competition rules. 

 “The judges must love beer, because that’s part of our secret formula,” said Rickman.  

The team will compete at the World Championship Bar-B-Que Contest in St. Louis in 

July. 

 Team Ribz formed in 2006 after the four members took a barbecue class at Portland 

Community College. The team members include Tim Rickman, Melissa Bashiur and Jacob and 

Vanessa Smithberg. All are Portland residents. 

 Bashiur said, “This is a great honor, and we look forward to competing – and winning – 

in St. Louis!” 
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Mapped Story #1 

 The crowd was buzzing. Fred Meyer Lounge was packed for the weekly Cat Cab, a 

musical showcase for individuals and bands throughout the year. At 9 p.m., Jessie Goergen 

stepped onto the stage, and the crowd erupted in cacophonous applause. Jessie gave the crowd a 

gigantic smile and a flip of her curly hair, and began to belt a cover of Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will 

Survive.” The crowd was captivated and entertained, and their attention did not waver 

throughout the hour-long show.  

 On Thursday, March 8, Linfield College senior Jessie Goergen performed at Cat Cab for 

the final time in her college career. Jessie garnered enough attention to have her own shows at 

Linfield by her sophomore year, and the packed house was recognition of her talent and 

popularity at the school. Evan O’Kelly, vice president of the Linfield Activities Board (LAB), 

introduced Jessie and mentioned to the crowd that this show attracted the highest attendance of 

the entire year.  

Jessie Rocks to Katy Perry and Celine Dion  

Jessie did not fail to hit a note during the entire show. She performed covers of multiple 

Katy Perry songs, including an excellent rendition of “Teenage Dream.” She urged the crowd to 

sing along, and the crowd had no problem obeying her request.  

The most popular cover of the night was the classic from “Titanic”, “My Heart Will Go 

On,” by Celine Dion. Accompanied by two fellow Linfield students, Jessie showed her chops as 



a potential arena singer. When she hit the chorus, the entire crowd joined in. Jessie was able to 

capitalize on the crowd participation throughout the show.  

Jonah Flores, a freshman who attended the performance, described his experience in two 

words: “She’s amazing.” 

Linfield Pride 

Part of the genius of the performance can be attributed to the number of guest musicians 

accompanying Jessie. Each one was a Linfield student, except for one of her friends who 

traveled from her hometown to play with her. Half of the jazz choir appeared for a song. Three 

guitarists, a bass player and a drummer accompanied her on several songs. Linfield quarterback 

Mickey Inns also joined Jessie for a touching cover of “How Does it Feel” by The Green.  

“It was really cool to see so many Linfield students perform with [Jessie]. I was really 

impressed by the musical talent all around,” said Matt Gray, another Linfield freshman who 

attended the Cat Cab. 

What Next? 

What is next for Jessie? She has made guest appearances throughout the year in other Cat 

Cabs. O’Kelly said he would not be surprised if she made guest appearances in future Cat Cabs 

before the year ends. For a student performer, Jessie provided the show of the year by far.  

Cat Cab will continue every Thursday, but the big show at the end of the year, Linfield 

Wildstock, promises a huge crowd. Up-and-coming Seattle hip-hop artist Macklemore will come 

to campus on May 18.  

 

Cover of “I Will Survive” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfvsQ3ogeUU&feature=related 

ASLC Schedule for upcoming events 



http://www.linfield.edu/aslc.html 

Macklemore Page 

http://macklemore.com/ 
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Jerry Gray: Macon Star to Financial Guru, and Everything in Between 

 His voice does not contain regrets. He talks with the confidence of a man who has 

discovered the way to live his life. It seems easy for him. He wakes up and makes breakfast for 

his kids. He runs a successful company, where he fosters great relationships with anyone who 

walks through the door.  

It is hard to believe that there was a time when he did not have his life in order. There 

was a time when he was toiling in Midwest semi-pro baseball. There was a time when he was 

figuratively and literally immobile.  

Jerry Gray is a financial planner for Gray/Wescott associates in Tempe, AZ. He is in 

charge of managing money for many different people. Being entrusted with the fortunes of 

others is a task that requires trust from the clients and expertise from the financial planner. Gray 

has now owned this company for almost twenty years – a large portion of his life – but how he 

got to where he is today is an entirely different story.  

 

 Jerry Gray was a three-sport star in High School in the small Illinois town of Macon, 

Illinois. Macon’s football team was immensely popular. The entire town would hang banners and 

attend every game, and Jerry was one of the star players. He always loved football. 

“Football was always my favorite sport. There is a reason I became a football coach in the 

future,” Jerry says.  



 Not only was Macon a football town, it was also a farming town. Jerry was not part of a 

farming family, but he had grown up in the Macon culture. 

Jerry told me, “Not many people went to college from Macon. I did not have anyone to 

tell me that college was good.” 

When it came to make a decision on his life after High School, he chose the Macon route. 

Don’t go to college.  

But Jerry did something that most people in Macon didn’t do. He decided to play semi-

pro baseball. 

 

“Semi-pro baseball in the Midwest in the ‘70s and the early ‘80s was a lot like a 

combination of Triple A, Double A, and Single baseball. I played with guys who made it to the 

majors and guys who could have made it to the majors.” 

There are only a few times when Jerry speaks where he shows regret for the way his 

baseball career turned out. He still believes that he could have been a Major League Baseball 

player. 

“I was a guy who hit line drives all over the field…I did not strike out. Unfortunately, I 

didn’t have that raw speed or the glove that the league was looking for at that time.” 

He may sound bitter, but there is truth about baseball in the ‘80s when it comes to speed 

and glove work. Good hitting was not emphasized nearly as much as it is today. In the ‘80s, it 

was about getting your leadoff man on base, having him steal one or two bags, and knocking him 

with bunts or outs. Of course there were home runs, but the game back then was much different 

compared to today. One way to categorize this style of play is by calling it “Whitey ball”, named 

after the famous St. Louis Cardinals manager, Whitey Herzog. 



The stolen base was revered in the MLB in the 80’s. During the three years Jerry played 

semi-pro baseball (1981-83), the stolen base leader had totals of 71, 130, and 108 swipes. The 

past three years (2009-11)? Try 70, 68, and 61 swipes. If Jerry had been playing today, he might 

have had a better shot to make it to the show. 

“I played with guys who made it purely based off of speed on the bases or connections in 

the organization. It was frustrating at the time,” he says with a sigh. 

So, Jerry quit baseball at age 20 and decided to play what most people in Macon 

considered the best sport: football.  

 

Now, going to college was not something people in Macon did very often, but if it was 

for football, that made a lot more sense. Jerry was doing what people wanted him to do. Don’t 

mess with baseball; go to school and play football, Jerry! 

Jerry had no guidance with any of his decisions after High School. His parents were not 

around to help with his decisions; they had packed up and moved to Arizona after he graduated. 

Jerry was alone as he headed to Southeast Missouri State to play football, and he hoped to make 

the people in his life proud because he was doing what they believed he should do. 

 

Football is a violent sport (I know, what a bold statement), and the violence took its toll 

on Jerry in a big way. A knee surgery during his freshman year cost him valuable time, and just 

as he was about to make an impact during his sophomore season, he ruptured a disc in his back. 

Little did Jerry know that he wouldn’t be playing football after his back injury. 



“I was bed-ridden for thirty days in a row. It was the lowest point in my life. I had done 

something that everyone had wanted me to do, and now I could not even physically move,” he 

says. 

Goodbye, football career.  

 

Jerry had hit a nadir. After working so hard to play football, he was now immobile for an 

entire month. Without being able to walk or run or focus on sports, all he could do was think.  

As Jerry speaks now, his tone isn’t somber and downtrodden. He says that the back injury 

was a blessing in disguise. 

“The back injury made me think about my life,” Jerry says. 

Jerry had 30 days to ponder. His sports career seemed over. He had defined his entire life 

by playing sports. Now that this was gone, what did he have left? The answer he discovered was 

his emphasis on hard work. Jerry had nobody, yet again, to tell him exactly what to do with his 

life, but he decided to make his own decisions without the influence of his town or anybody else. 

In a way, the injury that caused him physical pain and immobility resulted in a release of 

emotional baggage; he was now more mobile than at any point in his life.  

 

I asked Jerry about his favorite memories of baseball, and without hesitation he answered 

the connections he made with his teammates. 

Jerry says, “I still keep in touch with some of my teammates from semi-pro ball. We get 

together every year to go on a ski trip.” 



Connections helped Jerry get a job as a coach at Southeast Missouri as a football coach as 

well. He could not play anymore, but by his junior year he was already clocking 50-hour weeks 

as a football coach and scout.  

“The back injury ended up being really good for me. I could now stop focusing on what I 

needed to do and what others wanted me to do athletically.” 

Jerry left the football program after a successful two and a half years and eventually 

made his way to Arizona in the late 80’s. Athletics were now a part of his past, and that was that.  

 

Jerry looked to carve out a new career in Arizona. He went his own way, of course, as he 

had tried to do with baseball, and as he had learned to do after his nadir, the back injury. He 

called a friend from college and told him to come out to Arizona and live with him. 

“He basically told me to grab a suit and come out to Arizona,” says Al Lorenzi. 

Al Lorenzi went to college with Jerry. He knew about Jerry’s tough-luck football career 

and his coaching skills. What he didn’t know was the American southwest. Nevertheless, he 

packed up his things and made a fresh start in Arizona with his friend.  

Al started getting interested in the stock market through a connection he had made in 

Arizona as well. Although Jerry’s college degree was not in finance, Al helped him become 

extremely interested in stocks and money management.  It turns out that the move to Arizona 

would help both Al and Jerry stabilize their futures. They both, amazingly, are in the same line of 

work today. 

“Jerry probably has a more commercial niche,” says Al about their businesses, “But we 

are in same line of work.” 



One invitation to Arizona certainly paid dividends for the two, and they still remain in 

touch to this day. 

“Jerry is a great guy,” says Al. 

 

Jerry had to build his business from the ground up, but the new enjoyment he had from 

the stock market and financial planning hasn’t wavered over the years. 

“I always have done things I have enjoyed. It makes it so much easier,” Jerry says.  

“I loved [working on building the company], so it wasn’t as difficult at the office. The 

hard part was being away from my son so often. In order to build the company, I had to drop him 

off at daycare every day because his mom was not really in a good position at that point,” says 

Jerry. 

You could hear the sincerity in his voice when he talked about his son and the conflict 

with his work. All Jerry could do was work hard and try to carve a life for himself and his son. 

Luckily, the stock market boomed in the late 90’s, and the company has not looked back ever 

since. The values at the company are based off of great relationships, which is not surprising, 

considering this is what he valued most throughout his life at all the stops on the way.  

His son is now finishing his freshman year in college, which is something Jerry is very 

proud of, considering the effort he made during a divorce, the development of the company and a 

new marriage. 

His son, Matt, says, “He is the nicest person I have ever met, he has never told a lie to 

anyone that I know. Because of that he has long lasting friends whom he will have till the day he 

dies”  



Matt says, “I can achieve my greatest goals with the hard work and dedication that he has 

shown me throughout my life.” 

Not many sons can speak of their dads in such a reverent manner. In Matt’s case, he does 

so without thinking twice.  

 

Jerry talks about his plans for the future of his company with amazing passion. For a man 

that had nobody to guide him through his years as a young adult, he does a lot of thinking about 

the future of his company, his employees and his family. 

Jerry wants to merge the company with another successful business in order to expand 

the operation. He knows he wants to retire in a reasonable amount of time, but he wants to make 

sure the company is in a position that will be able to maintain its values. 

“If you treat others right; whether they be clients, friends or family, good things will 

come,” Jerry says. 

Athletics helped him see the importance of compassion and fair business. They allowed 

him to reflect on his life and develop his own decision-making skills. Most of all, athletics taught 

him the importance of good relationships.  

Athletics may not have treated Jerry in the right way initially, but it turns out this was for 

the better in the future. The lack of regret in his voice makes sense. He has discovered the way to 

live his life. 

 

 

 

 



Contacts: 

Jerry Gray 

 jerry.gray@lpl.com 

(480) 557-9727 

Allen Lorenzi 

(480) 203-2377 

Matt Gray 

(480) 299-6751 
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Evan Simonoff 
Editor-in-Chief 
Financial Advisor Magazine 
499 Broad Street, Suite 120 
Shrewsbury, NJ 07702 
 
Dear Mr. Simonoff: 

Major League Baseball stars are always in the spotlight, but what happens to the guys 
who only get a taste of the big leagues? What happens to a guy who had to endure a broken back 
in order to realize his dream, only to have it become a fleeting memory? 

 
Jerry Gray briefly played pro baseball and college football. After disappointment and 

devastating injuries, he finally decided to start a career elsewhere. He became a financial 
planner, but to become successful, he had to navigate the ups and downs of the field just as he 
did on the baseball diamond. His determination and talent allowed him to take risks and begin 
his own company. Just like his baseball career, he has reached the top of his game as a 
independent financial planner at LPL Financial.  

 
The background stories of these important men and women in the financial advising 

arena can help shed a light on an industry that often seems to just be a part of the American 
system. I propose to humanize Jerry Gray as a financial planner with a profile article in your 
magazine. He has managed people’s finances responsibly for many years, but he is also a father, 
a son and a former baseball player, and his path to success has been fraught trials and 
tribulations. His life is not only interesting, but it also portrays how one career can help you 
succeed in another career in unexpected ways. His baseball career gave him valuable experience 
to prepare him for his future. 
  

I want to give a different perspective on the field of independent financial planning. I 
write about sports on my blog at tbradley9.wordpress.com. I write with passion and a great feel 
for the game of baseball, and Jerry will help me be able to write with passion about his ascent in 
LPL Financial. I believe a personal take on a man who has had two distinctly different careers 
could show where the heart of the company truly is. If you are interested in this article, please let 
me know. 
 
Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
 
Tyler Bradley 
190 S.W. Brumback St. 
(425) 351-2416 
tbradley at linfield dot edu 
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Nobel Laureate Eric Maskin to Speak at Linfield  

 

The Annual Oregon Nobel Laureate Symposium at Linfield College Brings Nobel 

Laureates to Campus  

 

MCMINNVILLE, April 23, 2012 – Linfield College is proud to welcome Nobel Laureate Eric 

Maskin, Ph.D., as the keynote speaker for the annual Oregon Nobel Laureate Symposium.  

Dr. Maskin will be on campus from April 25 through April 28 and will give a public 

lecture on Thursday, April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Ice Auditorium in Melrose Hall at Linfield College. 

His lecture is titled: “Mechanism Design: How to Implement Social Goals.” 

Maskin’s Nobel Prize in 2007 was for his development of an economic theory known as 

mechanism design. The theory holds a central role in economics and politics.  

The lecture will be an excellent opportunity for students and the community to learn 

about important economic issues. One of his focuses will be on government intervention and its 

merits. 

“I get annoyed by the claim that ‘the invisible hand’ — i.e., markets by themselves — 

will take care of everything,” Maskin said. 



Sam Nixon, an economics major at Linfield, said, “It is important to hear an expert on the 

economy, especially during a time that still presents difficulties for many families across the 

country.” 

About Eric Maskin, Ph.D. 

Eric Maskin, Ph.D., was a co-recipient of the 2007 Nobel Prize in economics for his 

theory of mechanism design. He previously taught at MIT and Princeton University. Maskin has 

made contributions to other economic theories as well, including game theory and social choice 

theory.  

Dr. Maskin received his B.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard and is a postdoctoral fellow at 

Jesus College at the University of Cambridge. He is also a member of the Academy of Sciences. 

 

Media Contact: 

Tyler Bradley 

425-351-2416 

tbradley at linfield dot edu 
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Broadcast Script 

A 26-YEAR-OLD NEWBERG MAN DIED IN A CAR CRASH. 

THE MAN WAS DRIVING NORTH ON HIGHWAY 99 WHEN HE RAN OFF THE ROAD 

LATE LAST NIGHT. 

POLICE SAY HE WAS NOT WEARING A SEAT BELT. 
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Blog	  Optimization	  (TITLE,	  URL,	  1ST	  2-‐3	  SENTENCES)	  
With	  sports,	  I	  have	  to	  make	  these	  two	  optimizations	  

1. Write	  about	  the	  hottest	  issues	  in	  sports	  
2. Doing	  this	  will	  allow	  me	  to	  use	  the	  name	  of	  the	  team	  or	  the	  individual.	  Sports	  calls	  

for	  individual	  searches.	  I	  haven’t	  gotten	  many	  hits	  from	  search	  engines,	  but	  most	  of	  
my	  hits	  have	  come	  from	  the	  more	  famous	  names	  of	  people	  in	  my	  blog.	  

	  
5	  ideas:	  

1. Success	  of	  Kyle	  Seager	  is	  not	  a	  Fantasy.	  Wordpress.com/fantasy-‐kyle-‐seager.com	  
-‐	  Fantasy	  baseball	  players	  have	  been	  hit	  hard	  by	  injuries	  this	  year	  at	  the	  third	  base	  
position.	  When	  looking	  for	  replacements,	  there	  are	  guys	  who	  are	  highly	  touted:	  
Brett	  Lawrie,	  Will	  Middlebrooks…Kyle	  Seager?	  Seager	  did	  not	  come	  up	  to	  the	  big	  
leagues	  with	  a	  lot	  of	  fanfare,	  but	  boy,	  is	  he	  ever	  producing	  (and	  by	  producing,	  I	  mean	  
legitimate	  production,	  not	  the	  paltry	  Mariners-‐style	  production	  of	  2010	  and	  2011).	  

(I	  plan	  on	  writing	  a	  lot	  more	  about	  the	  Mariners	  because	  the	  majority	  of	  
people	  on	  Facebook	  and	  Twitter	  are	  fans	  of	  the	  team.	  Nationally,	  Seager	  is	  making	  a	  
name	  for	  himself	  right	  now,	  but	  not	  enough	  where	  his	  name	  is	  saturated	  on	  Google	  
(unlike	  a	  huge	  mega	  star),	  and	  fantasy	  baseball	  is	  an	  extremely	  huge	  industry.)	  

2. Seattle	  Coffee	  Shops	  and	  the	  Mariners.	  Wordpress.com/seattle-‐coffee-‐mariners.com	  
-‐I	  am	  in	  Seattle,	  and	  I	  need	  coffee.	  The	  Mariners	  lost	  again,	  and	  it’s	  raining.	  Rain	  fits	  
Seattle	  in	  a	  lot	  of	  ways,	  and	  the	  state	  of	  the	  Mariners	  may	  be	  one	  of	  the	  best	  fits	  of	  
all.	  

3.	  Reasons	  to	  love	  and	  hate	  the	  NBA	  Playoffs.	  Wordpress.com/love-‐hate-‐reasons-‐sonics-‐
nba-‐playoffs.com	  
	   -‐	  The	  NBA	  playoffs	  are	  coming	  to	  a	  close.	  It	  is	  Game	  7,	  the	  Sonics	  are	  playing	  the	  
Bulls,	  and	  the	  arena	  is	  rocking.	  The	  din	  of	  the	  crowd	  is	  almost	  too	  much	  for	  the	  announcers.	  
Jeff	  Van	  Gundy	  leans	  to	  Mike	  Breen	  on	  the	  telecast	  and	  says,	  “Do	  you	  think	  these	  fans	  are	  
proving	  to	  David	  Stern	  that	  he	  made	  a	  mistake	  in	  2008?”	  He	  chuckles	  to	  himself	  as	  the	  
crowd	  cheers	  another	  made	  basket	  for	  their	  proud	  NBA	  team.	  This	  is	  one	  of	  the	  reasons	  to	  
love	  and	  hate	  the	  NBA	  playoffs.	  
4.	  How	  to	  Lose	  Your	  Fans	  in	  30	  Days.	  Wordpress.com/how-‐to-‐lose-‐fans-‐30-‐days.com.	  
	   -‐They	  were	  in	  the	  race	  thirty	  days	  ago.	  Then	  this	  (link)	  happened.	  Oh,	  and	  then	  this	  
(link)	  happened.	  
5.	  The	  NFL	  in	  2012:	  America’s	  Sport	  (A	  Concussing	  Dilemma).	  Wordpress.com/nfl-‐2012-‐
america.com	  
	   -‐After	  Junior	  Seau’s	  death,	  the	  NFL	  concussion	  discussion	  has	  been	  opened	  again.	  In	  
the	  year	  2012,	  the	  NFL	  is	  as	  much	  the	  sport	  of	  choice	  for	  Americans	  as	  the	  iPhone	  is	  the	  
phone	  of	  choice.	  Actually,	  I	  wonder	  if	  more	  people	  watch	  the	  NFL	  than	  own	  an	  iPhone	  (I	  
would	  wager	  a	  modest	  amount	  –	  if	  gambling	  was	  legal	  –	  that	  this	  is	  true). 
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Self-Analysis Paper 

 At first glance, this course seemed daunting. I love to write, but the amount of different 

styles and lengths made me feel as if I would struggle mightily in the course. Not to mention the 

fact that AP style was foreign to me, and just the mere sight of the “War and Peace”-sized AP 

stylebook made me cringe (actually, it still makes me cringe). 

 However, as the semester unfolded, my writing confidence grew stronger and stronger 

each day. The biggest change in my writing cannot be quantified by looking at the assignments 

and poring over minutiae, but it can be quantified by the pure confidence I have in my writing 

voice and ability to meet a deadline.  

Although I love to write, executing writing assignments for school has always been a 

struggle for me. My procrastination gland would press into overdrive and I would dread each 

new writing assignment. With this class, I felt like I had something to do every single day (which 

was basically true), but as the semester came to a close, I didn’t think anything of this. Of course, 

I had something new to write every day. That is the job of a writer, is it not? But this mindset is 

completely new for me. There has never been a point in my life where writing hasn’t been 

daunting. I have reached a point where any assignment can be a challenge, but I will want to 

tackle that challenge. I have been doing homework assignments for years and years, but I have 

never had a class where I trained myself to improve my ability to meet the deadlines and enjoy 

doing so. For once, each assignment was not a struggle to begin or finish, and this is because 



each assignment helped me practice the skills necessary for future assignments. I even 

accumulated more deadlines as the semester progressed because I wrote four articles for the 

Linfield Review. Writing does not phase me any longer, and my confidence has skyrocketed.   

Another change in my writing has been the increased versatility of my writing skills. I 

didn’t think I would be able to write inverted pyramid stories because my writing style is 

incredibly wordy, casual and humorous (sometimes). However, my inverted pyramid stories 

were easy. I had zero issues with organizing the important information, and I was able to 

abandon my blog-style writing for this new style of writing. 

I guess this brings me to the conclusion that my burgeoning versatility as a writer is one 

of my strengths. I updated my blog outside of class because I enjoyed doing so and I received 

generally positive feedback (although the amount of readers is very small. Oh well, I will take 

the small victories where I can). After writing blog posts, I would have to write something for 

class, and I think my grades show that I did this successfully. My mapped news story had to be a 

different style than all of my blog posts and the inverted pyramid stories. I had to interview 

people, set the scene and make the story fit for a newspaper. I think the mapped story was one of 

the more challenging assignments of the semester because it required a combination of 

newswriting acumen accompanied with a lot of description. I firmly believe that my extra blog 

posts and my ability to adapt to a style that was fit for a newspaper gave me the ability to show 

my skills as a writer. Although it is not my best writing, I think my voice shows up in the story, 

and that makes me happy. 

However, this brings me to my many weaknesses as a writer. One of the obvious ones is 

the fact that I use a lot of passive voice. I truly struggled with the pyramid stories at the 

beginning of the class because of the necessity of active voice. Later on, my broadcast script was 



difficult because I still cannot get into the habit of using active voice on a consistent basis. 

Another weakness is the fact that my writing always exceeds word and page limits. You will see 

this in all of my blog posts and my profile story. I know that this can present a lot of problems in 

the future if I do become a journalist, and it presents issues with my blog posts because they 

should be shorter. I need to learn how to write more succinctly in order to become the best writer 

I can be, and I think this will occur by pure practice. The more I write, the more efficient and 

succinct I can become. Although I mentioned versatility as one of my strengths, my versatility 

remains an extremely raw skill. This was never more evident than during our press release 

assignments. As you may recall, it took me a long time to grasp the basics of a press release.  My 

final product was not terrible, but writing in such a positive manner is difficult. My writing style 

is self-deprecating and often critical; not to mention the fact that sarcasm is one of the only solid 

personality traits I have at my disposal. You see, that last sentence was self-deprecating, and it 

was incredibly natural for me to write. I think this is why the press release was difficult, it is a 

complete 360-degree turn from my preferred writing style, and I need to fix this mental block in 

order to become a better and more versatile writer.  

The last weakness I have is the ability to write a profile story that truly exhibits my 

subject. I am not happy with how my profile story turned out, and I know that profile stories are 

incredibly difficult to write. Unfortunately, profile stories are essential in the sports-writing 

world. The most respected writers in the business are able to peel back the athletic façade of 

players, owners, managers, coaches, general managers, etc. and give us a view that is 

enlightening and interesting. If I am to amount to the writer I may become in the future (there are 

other jobs that may be better for me, but I have to keep my options open), I need to practice 

writing profile stories. I have the capability, now let me gain experience and improve my writing.  



I hope to use the plethora of different writing styles from this class in order to improve 

my writing. If I am ever struggling to write something succinctly, there are activities and 

assignments from this class that can show me examples of simplicity and active voice. If I need 

to write an extremely positive piece, I will go back to my press release and our practice with PR 

in order to help me write a piece bursting at the seams with happiness. Aside from my press 

release assignments, I have written positive pieces on my blog, so I know I can do it. I just need 

to practice! 

Hopefully, I will be able to write a lot next year. I plan to continue updating my blog over 

the summer and during school next year. I have an insane load of work for next semester, so the 

updates may not be as frequent (17 credits that are extremely reading/writing intensive, plus peer 

advising and work study jobs, plus writing for the paper). However I will be required to write a 

weekly sports opinion piece for the paper next year (thanks for the job offer Ivanna!), which will 

help me further integrate my writing style into a more journalistic format.  

The other thing I can do besides writing for the Linfield Review and continuing my blog 

is by maintaining, in the words of Mad-Eye Moody, “constant vigilance.” I need to be constantly 

searching for internships or possible jobs. I usually do not think of myself as talented (and I don’t 

think I ever will), but it is blatantly obvious to me that I have a developing writing voice that is 

both distinct and, hopefully, likeable. Becoming a sports-writer would be an amazing job, so an 

internship or a job would be a great boon for my hypothetical future.  

If writing is my future, I do hope it will be for sports. What I do know is that this class 

has given me the confidence to at least consider writing as a possibility. I could not say that in 

February, but there is no doubt in my mind in May. 

 


